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Reactive magnetron sputter epitaxy was used to deposit thin solid films of Sc1−xAlxN �0�x�1�
onto MgO�111� substrates with ScN�111� seed layers. Stoichiometric films were deposited from
elemental Sc and Al targets at substrate temperatures of 600 °C. The films were analyzed by
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy, elastic recoil detection analysis, x-ray diffraction, and
transmission electron microscopy. Results show that rocksalt structure �c�-Sc1−xAlxN solid solutions
with AlN molar fractions up to �60% can be synthesized. For higher AlN contents, the system
phase separates into c- and wurtzite structure �w�-Sc1−xAlxN domains. The w-domains are present in
three different orientations relative to the seed layer, namely, Sc1−xAlxN�0001� �ScN�111� with

Sc1−xAlxN�1̄21̄0� �ScN�11̄0�, Sc1−xAlxN�101̄1� �ScN�111� with Sc1−xAlxN�1̄21̄0� �ScN�11̄0�, and

Sc1−xAlxN�101̄1� �ScN�113�. The results are compared to first-principles density functional theory
calculations for the mixing enthalpies of c-, w-, and zinc blende Sc0.50Al0.50N solid solutions,
yielding metastability with respect to phase separation for all temperatures below the melting points
of AlN and ScN. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3132862�

I. INTRODUCTION

Pseudobinary alloys, which are solid solutions of two
binary compounds with one common element, typically al-
low tuning of electrical and structural properties in the range
between the end components. Successful examples of this
approach include band gap engineering and lattice matching
in zinc blende structure �zb� Ga1−xInxAs,1 wurtzite structure
�w� group III nitrides,2 and more recently in rocksalt struc-
ture �c� nitrides. As an example, ScN is combined with wide
band gap semiconductor GaN mainly due to the small lattice
mismatch of �2% between ScN and GaN, intended for op-
toelectronic devices.3–5 Transition metal �TM� nitrides, e.g.,
TiN and CrN, form rocksalt structure solid solutions with
AlN in TM1−xAlxN and are extensively used to increase the
lifetime and cutting speed of coated tools.6–8

Here, we consider the solid solutions of c-ScN and
c-AlN in Sc1−xAlxN, where Sc and Al are positioned on the
metal sublattice and 0�x�1. The Sc–Al–N material system
is, in comparison to the related systems mentioned, almost
unexplored, with the perovskite Sc3AlN as the only reported
ternary phase9 and a brief report about an enhanced piezo-
electric response in hexagonal Sc1−xAlxN.10

Group IIIA semiconducting w-AlN, with physical prop-
erties including wide energy band gap �6.2 eV�,11 high hard-
ness ��20 GPa�,12,13 high thermal conductivity
�3.19 W /cm K at RT�,14 and high-temperature stability
�melting point of �2000 °C�,15 has been extensively studied

mainly for optical and electronic device applications. The
metastable cubic AlN polytypes �c and zb� are less explored
due to the difficulties to synthesize them in a pure form. The
lattice parameter is, though, experimentally measured to be
4.05 Å �Ref. 16� for c-AlN and calculations estimate an in-
direct band gap of �5.0 eV.17 This form of AlN is mainly
considered as a part in forming the TM1−xAlxN solid solu-
tions mentioned above.

The semiconducting group IIIB nitride c-ScN also has
exceptional properties, such as a hardness of 21 GPa �Ref.
18� and a high-temperature stability with a melting tempera-
ture of 2600 °C.19 Calculations estimate the indirect band
gap to be 0.9–1.6 eV �Refs. 20–23� and the lattice parameter
to be 4.521 Å,24 while experimentally the lattice parameter is
measured to be 4.50 Å.25 Its thermodynamically stable crys-
tal structure is rocksalt, even though it is also predicted to
form a metastable hexagonal phase.26 c-ScN is still relatively
little explored. Most reports are theoretical predictions of
various properties including a long debate on whether ScN is
a semimetal or semiconductor, with the latest reports deter-
mining that the material is semiconducting.20–23 Experimen-
tally the synthesis of c-ScN as thin films is reported with
different techniques including reactive magnetron sputter ep-
itaxy �MSE�,27 radio frequency molecular beam epitaxy,28

and chemical vapor deposition.29 Moram et al.30 showed that
ScN has a high affinity to oxygen compared to other TM
nitrides. High amounts of impurities are probably the reason
for the variation in the experimentally measured properties
and their variation from theoretical predictions.

Sc1−xAlxN pseudobinary alloys are expected to have ex-a�Electronic mail: carina@ifm.liu.se.
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cellent mechanical properties due to the similarities with the
related hard-to-superhard TM1−xAlxN materials. The differ-
ence in lattice parameter between c-ScN �Ref. 25� and c-AlN
�Ref. 16� is almost �10%, while the difference in band gap
is 3.4–4.1 eV.17,21,23 This large difference in both volume and
electronic structure gives the possibility to design materials
with a wide range of both lattice parameters and band gaps.
Recently Alling et al.24 reported of first-principles calcula-
tions on the mixing enthalpies, lattice parameters, and elec-
tronic density of states of c-Sc1−xAlxN. There are, however,
to the best of our knowledge, no reports on the synthesis of
such solid solutions.

This paper concentrates on thin film deposition and char-
acterization of Sc1−xAlxN starting from optimal conditions
for pure ScN, followed by an increase in Al molar fraction
reaching pure AlN. The epitaxial films were deposited by
MSE onto MgO�111� substrates capped with a ScN�111�
seed layer. ScN was successfully alloyed with AlN molar
fractions up to �60%, while retaining the rocksalt structure.
Higher AlN contents yielded wurtzite structured films pre-
senting two new epitaxial relationships between the film and
the c-ScN seed layers.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Deposition experiments were performed in an ultrahigh-
vacuum chamber at a base pressure of 1.33�10−6 Pa. MSE
using unbalanced type II magnetrons with 50 mm diameter
Sc and 75 mm diameter Al elemental targets was used to
grow 55 nm thick ScN�111� seed layers onto polished 10
�10�0.5 mm3 MgO�111� substrates, followed by
50–60 nm thick films of Sc1−xAlxN, with x reaching from 0
to 1. The MSE system is described in detail elsewhere.31

The ScN�111� seed layers were chosen because they are
temperature stable, constitute good diffusion barriers, and are
good templates for the films, especially for the ones with
lowest AlN content. MgO�111� substrates were chosen as the
base substrate due to their temperature stability and the fact
that they provide a good lattice match to the ScN seed layers
�in-plane lattice mismatch of +6.7%�. Considered alternative
substrates with a good enough temperature stability were
MgAl2O4�111� and Al2O3�0001�. Due to their higher lattice
mismatch to ScN�111� �of +11.2% and +15.6%, respec-
tively�, these substrates yielded worse crystalline quality
ScN�111� seed layers compared to MgO�111�. In this work,
MgAl2O4�111� substrates were used as an alternative for
those molar fractions x, where the film peaks in x-ray dif-
fraction �XRD� would overlap with the ones from
MgO�111�.

Prior to deposition, the substrates were cleaned in ultra-
sonic baths of trichloroethylene, acetone, and 2-propanol and
blown dry in dry N2. This was followed by degassing in the
vacuum chamber at 900 °C for 1 h before ramping down to
the deposition temperature of 600 °C, controlled by a ther-
mocouple positioned behind the substrate and calibrated by
pyrometry. During deposition, the N2 and Ar partial pres-
sures were kept at 0.13 and 1.07 Pa, respectively. The sub-
strate potential was set to be floating.

The magnetron power for the ScN seed layers was set to

200 W. For the Sc1−xAlxN layers, the Sc magnetron powers
were 200, 180, 140, 100, 60, 20, or 0 W for seven different
depositions, while the Al magnetron powers were adjusted
accordingly to keep a total power of 200 W. This yielded a
deposition rate of approximately 0.9 Å/s. Rutherford back-
scattering spectroscopy �RBS� results show that the molar
fractions x vary linearly with the Al and Sc magnetron pow-
ers.

The film composition was determined by RBS using a
2 MeV He+ beam at 60° incidence and 172° scattering angle.
Elastic recoil detection analysis �ERDA�, using a 40 MeV
127I9+ beam at 67.5° incidence and 45° scattering angle and
evaluated with the CONTES code,32 was used to check for
impurities in the films. The crystal structure was character-
ized by Cu K� XRD using a Philips Bragg–Brentano diffrac-
tometer. Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy
�XTEM� was carried out with an FEI Tecnai G2 TF 20 UT
FEG microscope operated at 200 kV.

In parallel, first-principles calculations for mixing en-
thalpies of c-, w-, and zb-Sc0.50Al0.50N solid solutions were
carried out within a density functional theory framework.
The projector augmented wave method as implemented in
the Vienna ab initio simulation package33–35 was used to-
gether with the generalized gradient approximation �GGA�
�Ref. 36� for the exchange-correlation functional. The nitro-
gen sublattice was considered to be fully stoichiometric. The
metal sublattice was modeled as a random alloy with the
quasirandom structure model, which was first suggested by
Zunger et al.37 and is further described in Refs. 24 and 38.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Compositional analysis was performed with both RBS
and ERDA. RBS shows that the films and ScN seed layers
are stoichiometric to within �5 at.%. The Al to Sc molar
ratios in the films are 0/100, 14/86, 29/71, 51/49, 73/27, 90/
10, and 100/0 �corresponding to AlN molar fractions of x
=0, 0.14, 0.29, 0.51, 0.73, 0.90, and 1.00�. Two typical spec-
tra together with fitting curves are shown in Figs. 1�a� and
1�b� for Sc0.86Al0.14N and Sc0.49Al0.51N films, respectively. In
both spectra, the contribution from Sc in the seed layers can
clearly be separated from Sc in the films. The sharp edges of
all peaks show that there has been no interdiffusion between
substrates, seed layers, and films. With this technique, the N
content can only be estimated by subtracting atomic percent-
ages of Sc and Al from 100% because of the overlap in RBS
spectra between the MgO substrate and N in the film and
seed layers; i.e., one needs to assume that no other light
elements are incorporated. The O content is relatively high
throughout the whole depth in Sc0.86Al0.14N and on the sur-
face of Sc0.49Al0.51N but is better quantified with ERDA �see
below�. The RBS spectrum from Sc0.49Al0.51N, in Fig. 1�b�,
shows that the sputter rate from a 50 mm diameter Sc target
and a 75 mm diameter Al target is almost the same under the
mentioned conditions.

ERDA depth profiling was used to confirm the 50 at. %
N content of the films estimated by RBS. The compositional
ratios between Sc and Al were found to agree with the ones
determined by RBS to within 2–3 at. %. The resolution of
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the ERDA depth profiles is limited by the film thickness
employed of only �50 nm. The N content is nevertheless
found to be close to 50 at. % and constant through the whole
depth for all samples with AlN molar fractions larger than
x=0.14. Figure 2�a� shows the depth profile from a sample

with x=0.51 including the MgO substrate and the ScN seed
layer. It can be seen that this film contains �25 at. % of
both Sc and Al, and that the N content is �47 at. %. A high
amount of oxygen on the surface, however, lowers the Sc,
Al, and N profiles proportionally from their expected values,
which was also seen in the RBS spectra in Fig. 1�b�. Depth
profiles of samples with the lowest amount of Al �x=0 and
x=0.14� show that these samples contain more than 10 at. %
O throughout the seed layers and films, as can be seen in Fig.
2�b� presenting a depth profile from a film with x=0.14. O
has most likely diffused into the films along grain boundaries
after the sample was taken out of the deposition chamber �cf.
XTEM below�. This statement is based on that all films and
seed layers are grown under the same conditions and there-
fore are expected to be comparable. If O is incorporated
during growth of Sc-rich films, it should be seen in the depth
profile of the seed layers from all samples, which is not the
case. It seems that a higher Al content increases the film
density and hinders O diffusion into the film. As mentioned
in Ref. 30, the affinity of O to ScN is high in comparison to
other TM nitrides, which is supported by these observations.
Also, the films with high amounts of O exhibit a significantly
higher concentration of C and H impurities, which supports
the idea of postgrowth indiffusion along grain boundaries
under atmospheric conditions. Correspondingly, the C and H
contents of all oxygen-free samples are close to the detection
limits of �0.1 at. % in ERDA. Furthermore, virtually all
films contain �0.1 at. % Ta, which is a common contami-
nant in Sc.

Figure 3 shows XRD data obtained from Sc1−xAlxN
samples with compositions x ranging from 0 to 1 on

FIG. 1. �Color online� RBS spectra at 60° incoming angle from �a� a
Sc0.86Al0.14N film and �b� a Sc0.49Al0.51N film grown on MgO�111� sub-
strates with ScN�111� seed layers.

FIG. 2. �Color online� ERDA depth profiles from �a� a Sc0.49Al0.51N film
and �b� a Sc0.86Al0.14N film grown on MgO�111� substrates with ScN�111�
seed layers.

FIG. 3. �Color online� XRD data from Sc1−xAlxN�111� films on MgO�111�
substrates and ScN�111� seed layers with different Al fractions, x, from 0 to
1 in seven steps. The additional peaks at 2�=35.4° originate from W L�
x-rays diffracted on MgO 111.
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ScN�111� and MgO�111�. Both MgO 111 substrate and ScN
111 seed layer peaks are present in all samples with compa-
rable full widths at half maximum. Replacing 14% of the Sc
by Al �x=0.14� yields an extra peak at a scattering angle of
34.8°, corresponding to a cubic lattice parameter of 4.46 Å.
Also for x=0.29 and x=0.51, additional peaks show up at
angles corresponding to lattice parameters of 4.40 and
4.30 Å, respectively. The cubic type of the phases was
proven with pole figures �not shown� and selected area elec-
tron diffraction �SAED� �presented below�. For higher AlN
contents, any film peak in the XRD pattern severely overlaps
with the MgO 111 substrate peak and thus cannot be re-
vealed. However, for a sample with x=0.73 grown on a
MgAl2O4�111� substrate, which has a smaller lattice param-
eter than MgO and therefore does not exhibit peak overlap,
we obtained an XRD peak at an angle of 36.6° corresponding
to a cubic lattice parameter of 4.25 Å. When following Veg-
ard’s rule39 rocksalt structure films with x=0.73 are expected
to have a lattice parameter of �4.18 Å, while for the lattice
parameter to be 4.25 Å, x is expected to be �0.60. This leads
us to suspect that this film consists of both c-Sc0.40Al0.60N
and at least one more phase. This additional phase is prob-
ably w-AlN or AlN-rich w-ScAlN due to the residuals of Al
and N for an overall composition of Sc0.27Al0.73N. The larger
in-plane lattice mismatch of ScN to the MgAl2O4 substrate
unfortunately gives a worse template for a high quality seed
layer and therefore inadequate conditions for epitaxial
Sc1−xAlxN film growth. In Fig. 3 it is also seen that samples
with x larger than 0.90 do not show any additional peaks in
XRD. This is probably due to both substrate peak overlaps
and the expected small, few nanometers, size of the crystal-
lites.

XTEM images with corresponding SAED patterns were

recorded from three samples along the �11̄0� zone axis of the
substrate. Figures 4�a� and 4�b� show our results from a
sample with x=0.51, the highest AlN content, for which only
one c-Sc1−xAlxN phase is seen in XRD. Figures 4�c� and 4�d�
show images from a sample with x=0.73, which seems to be
a mixture of c-Sc1−xAlxN and another phase. Finally, in Figs.
4�e� and 4�f�, images from a sample with high AlN content
�x=0.90� are shown, for which no information was received
from XRD measurements.

The overview XTEM image of a sample with x=0.51 in
Fig. 4�a� shows the MgO substrate, the ScN seed layer, and
the film. Both seed layer and film have a columnar structure,
with the columns perpendicular to the substrate, but with no
distinguishable interface in between. The film top surface is
flat and without facets. The corresponding SAED pattern in
Fig. 4�b� includes diffraction spots from MgO, ScN, and
c-Sc0.49Al0.51N, situated very close to each other and high-
lighted in gray squares. The inset in Fig. 4�b� shows an en-
larged view of the 002 reflections, where the one closest to
the center comes from ScN, the second closest from
Sc0.49Al0.51N, and the outermost from MgO. The order of the
reflections and the relative distances between them are as
expected from the lattice parameters calculated from XRD.
This yields a cube-on-cube epitaxial relationship between
Sc0.49Al0.51N, ScN, and MgO, with Sc0.49Al0.51N�111� �

ScN�111� �MgO�111� and Sc0.49Al0.51N�11̄0� �ScN�11̄0� �
MgO�11̄0�. When comparing this SAED pattern with the
corresponding one from a sample with less AlN, it can also
be seen that film reflections move closer to substrate reflec-
tions when increasing the AlN content. This is consistent
with the decrease in lattice parameter with increasing AlN
content, observed by XRD �cf. Fig. 3�.

The XTEM overview image of an x=0.73 sample in Fig.
4�c� reveals that the film structure is less columnar compared
to the x=0.51 sample, suggestive of competitive growth of
different crystallite orientations. There is a clear interface
between the film and the seed layer. The SAED pattern from
a sample with x=0.73, shown in Fig. 4�d�, differs from the

FIG. 4. �Color online� XTEM overview images �left� and corresponding
inverted-contrast SAED patterns �right� from Sc1−xAlxN films deposited
onto MgO�111� substrates and ScN�111� seed layers, with x=0.51 in �a� and
�b�, x=0.73 in �c� and �d�, and x=0.90 in �e� and �f�. The growth direction
�111� is indicated in the XTEM figures. The indexed SAED patterns along

the �11̄0� zone axis are mirrored and rotated to be comparable. Gray squares
mark cubic reflections from substrate, seed layer and film in �b� �also seen in
�d��1� and �f��1��. The circles mark wurtzite structure �w� film reflections. In

�d��2� and �f��2� the epitaxial relationship w-Sc1−xAlxN�101̄1� �ScN�111� is
highlighted in red, in �d��3� and �f��3� w-Sc1−xAlxN�0001� �ScN�111� is

highlighted in green, and in �d��4� w-Sc1−xAlxN�101̄0� �ScN�113� is high-
lighted in blue. Enlarged in �b� are three 002 reflections, showing the cube-
on-cube epitaxy of Sc0.49Al0.51N to ScN and MgO.
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pattern coming from the Sc0.49Al0.51N film in Fig. 4�b� in that
it contains four different film contributions, of which three
correspond to a wurtzite structured film. The four relation-
ships are indicated in Fig. 4�d�, with reflections highlighted
in the respective quadrants for

�1� cube-on-cube epitaxial contribution,
�2� growth of film �101̄1� �ScN�111� and film �1̄21̄0� �

ScN�11̄0�,
�3� growth of film �0001� �ScN�111� and film �1̄21̄0� �

ScN�11̄0�, and
�4� growth of film �101̄1� �ScN�113�, without an unambigu-

ous crystallite orientation.

The diffraction patterns highlighted in quadrants �2�–�4�
originate from a wurtzite structured phase, having the same
lattice parameter as w-AlN. The four kinds of growth open
for the possibility that not all domains have the same com-
position as the overall film composition. Therefore, the
phases are referred to as c- or w-Sc1−xAlxN, with a total film
composition of 73% AlN and 27% ScN.

The cubic contribution to the diffraction pattern from the
x=0.73 film in Fig. 4�d� is highlighted in gray squares in the
first quadrant of the pattern, with each square including sub-
strate, seed layer, and eventually, parts of the film. The film
and MgO substrate reflections overlap due to the similar lat-
tice parameter at high AlN contents. Similar to the x=0.51
film, there is an indication for cube-on-cube epitaxy of the
film to the seed layer from the broadening in the vicinity of
the substrate reflections when comparing to �not shown� dif-
fraction patterns from exclusively MgO. The observed
broadening is in agreement with the peaks seen with XRD
coming from the same film on a MgAl2O4�111� substrate.

The first hexagonal-to-cubic epitaxial relationship be-
tween film and seed layer is seen in the second quadrant of
the diffraction pattern in Fig. 4�d�. It is highlighted in red and
originates from a tilted basal plane growth. In Fig. 5�a� a
schematic of such a growth along the zone axis is shown,
and in Fig. 5�b� a top view of the interface is shown. It
reveals an original epitaxial relationship of

w-Sc1−xAlxN�101̄1� �ScN�111� and w-Sc1−xAlxN�1̄21̄0� �

ScN�11̄0� with an in-plane lattice mismatch of 1.95% along
this direction. Along the perpendicular in-plane direction, the
lattice mismatch is 2.19%.

Highlighted in green in the third quadrant is the part of
the diffraction pattern coming from the basal plane growth of
w-Sc1−xAlxN onto ScN �111�, in the epitaxial relationship

w-Sc1−xAlxN�0001� �ScN�111� and w-Sc1−xAlxN�1̄21̄0� �

ScN�11̄0�. In Fig. 5�c� the epitaxial relationship of this
wurtzite structure film to the 111 surface of ScN is illustrated
along the zone axis and in Fig. 5�d� a top view of the same is
shown. This epitaxial relationship yields an in-plane lattice
mismatch between w-Sc1−xAlxN and the c-ScN seed layer of
�2.25%.

The last contribution to the diffraction pattern that comes
from w-Sc1−xAlxN is highlighted in blue in the fourth quad-

rant in Fig. 4�d�. It contains one single 101̄1 reflection par-
allel to c-ScN 113, which is marked by a gray dotted square.

The absence of other reflections precludes unique determina-
tion of the corresponding crystallite orientations. Other than
the possibility that the corresponding zone axis contains only

the 101̄1 pole, the absence of more reflections could be due
to the magnification of the diffraction pattern, which depends
on the camera length, resulting in other reflections lying out-
side the visible area. It is the first time that this crystallo-
graphic orientation relationship is observed and it is shown

along �11̄0� of the seed layer in Fig. 5�e�. The fact that many
different grain orientations are present in the film can be
attributed to the rough interface between the seed layer and
the Sc0.49Al0.51N film, as shown in a high resolution XTEM
image in Fig. 5�f�. It contains a large sampling of seed layer
surface facet orientations, which allows for nucleation of
several different crystallographic orientations of
w-Sc1−xAlxN.

An XTEM overview image from a sample with x=0.90
is shown in Fig. 4�e�. The substrate and seed layer are of the
same structure as the previous samples. The film appears to
be smooth without any strong contrast, which can be due to
a nanocrystalline structure or a high amount of defects. The
SAED pattern from this sample is shown in Fig. 4�f� and
contains contributions from three different grain orientations.
The pattern is divided into three sections for clarity but can
be completely indexed if the highlighted patterns in each
section are extended. The highlighted reflections in the sec-
tions show

FIG. 5. �Color online� Schematic of the three different epitaxial relation-
ships between rocksalt ScN�111� seed layer �gray� and the wurtzite struc-
tured �w� film found in Fig. 4�d�, with �a�, �c�, and �e� showing views along

the �11̄0� zone axis, and �b� and �d� showing top views of the 111 ScN

surface. �a� and �b� correspond to w-Sc1−xAlxN�101̄1� �ScN�111� �red�, �c�
and �d� correspond to w-Sc1−xAlxN�0001� �ScN�111� �green�, and �e� corre-

spond to w-Sc1−xAlxN�101̄1� �ScN�113� �blue�. �f� shows a typical high res-
olution XTEM image of the rough interface between ScN and the film.
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�1� cube-on-cube epitaxial contribution,
�2� growth of film �101̄1� �ScN�111� and film �1̄21̄0� �

ScN�11̄0�, and
�3� growth of film �0001� �ScN�111� and film �1̄21̄0� �

ScN�11̄0�.

This yields a similar pattern as for the sample with x

=0.73. The only difference is that w-Sc1−xAlxN�101̄1� �

c-ScN�113�, which was visible in the fourth quadrant in Fig.
4�d�, is not present in this sample. The reason why this ori-
entation relationship showed up in a film with lower AlN
content, but not in this film, is not understood but could be
due to the film growth kinetics.

In Fig. 6 calculations of lattice parameters for a cubic
solid solution of Sc1−xAlxN are replotted from Ref. 24 with
black squares. A positive deviation from Vegard’s rule39

�dashed straight line� from experimentally reported values of
ScN �Ref. 25� and AlN �Ref. 16� can be seen. Such a small
overestimation of the experimental values is common for
calculations using the GGA functional and a similar shape of
the calculated curve was also observed in lattice parameter
calculations for different related systems, such as Ti1−xAlxN,
Cr1−xAlxN, and Hf1−xAlxN.24 The experimental curve �with
red dots� in Fig. 6 is a combination of the compositions
achieved from RBS and the lattice parameters calculated
from XRD data. For film compositions with x up to 0.51, the
curve is positioned between the line corresponding to Veg-
ard’s rule and the calculated values. In addition, SAED
shows exclusively cube-on-cube epitaxy for these films to
the ScN�111� seed layers. We therefore conclude that AlN
molar fractions of at least 51% can be dissolved into c-ScN,
forming a homogeneous cubic solid solution of Sc49Al51N.
The film with x=0.73, which was deposited on an
MgAl2O4�111� substrate, yielded an XRD peak correspond-
ing to a cubic lattice parameter of 4.25 Å. XRD pole figures
from this sample show that it is cube-on-cube epitaxial
growth of the film on ScN�111�. The film lattice parameter

gives a relatively large positive deviation from the calculated
values in Fig. 6, in contrast to our expectations and the re-
sults for lower AlN contents. From the given lattice param-
eter and by applying Vegard’s rule, the cubic part of the film
is expected to consist of Sc0.40Al0.60N. In addition, SAED
shows three different hexagonal epitaxial relationships to the
seed layer, which all originate from phases with lattice pa-
rameters equal to w-AlN. These wurtzite structure phases are
probably w-AlN or AlN rich w-Sc1−xAlxN due to the residu-
als of Al and N for an overall film composition of
Sc0.27Al0.73N. The results above show that the maximum AlN
molar fraction that can be dissolved into ScN is �60%. For
samples with even higher AlN contents, SAED shows similar
hexagonal epitaxial relationships of the film to the seed layer.
Those films do not exhibit peaks in XRD, which may be due
to small, nanometer size, crystallites. Although the structure
is expected to be hexagonal, cubic crystallites cannot be ex-
cluded due to substrate peak overlaps. Finally, it was seen in
XTEM that the film density increases with higher AlN con-
tent, which supports the assumption from ERDA that films
with more AlN hinder the diffusion of O into the films when
exposing them to air.

Mixing enthalpy calculations for c-, w-, and
zb-Sc0.50Al0.50N solid solutions were performed. They yield
that the mixing enthalpies �Hmix� per formula unit �f.u.� are
Hrocksalt

mix =0.406 eV / f.u., Hwurtzite
mix =0.357 eV / f.u., and

Hzinc blende
mix =0.488 eV / f.u., respectively. Due to these rather

high positive values of the mixing enthalpies, the solid solu-
tion at intermediate concentrations can only be metastable
with respect to phase separation at all relevant temperatures.
This is confirmed by a mean field analysis, which indicates
that temperatures above 8000 K would be needed to stabilize
any Sc0.50Al0.50N solid solution by means of configurational
entropy. The wurtzite structure is energetically favorable
compared to both c and zb structures at an AlN molar frac-
tion of 50%. The fact that we can stabilize AlN molar frac-
tions up to �60% in the rocksalt solid solution is due to the
magnetron sputter process, which operates far from an equi-
librium state and known to enable the formation of solid
solutions of otherwise immiscible systems.40 The fact that
the rocksalt structure has higher mixing enthalpies than the
wurtzite structure for Sc0.50Al0.50N solid solutions underlines
the importance of the growth parameters. Use of a ScN seed
layer, which acts as a cubic growth template, extends the
limits for rocksalt structure growth at the expense of the
wurtzite structure.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Thin films of Sc1−xAlxN with x varied from 0 to 1 were
deposited by reactive MSE, onto MgO�111� substrates with a
rocksalt structure �c�-ScN�111� seed layer, from elemental
Al and Sc targets at 600 °C. AlN molar fractions of up to
�60% have been dissolved into c-ScN�111� forming a cubic
solid solution of Sc1−xAlxN with 0�x�0.60. Higher AlN
contents result in a phase separation into wurtzite structure
�w�-AlN or AlN-rich w-Sc1−xAlxN. These two phases exhibit
up to four epitaxial relationships to the ScN�111� seed layer:
The cube-on-cube relationship, Sc1−xAlxN�0001� �ScN�111�

FIG. 6. �Color online� Lattice parameter a vs composition for Sc1−xAlxN
thin films, with x varying from 0 to 1, showing experimental data �red dots�,
together with calculated values �black squares� replotted from Ref. 24 and
Vegard’s rule �dashed blue line� drawn as a straight line using experimental
lattice parameters from Refs. 25 and 16.
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with Sc1−xAlxN�1̄21̄0� �ScN�11̄0�, Sc1−xAlxN�101̄1� �

ScN�111� with Sc1−xAlxN�1̄21̄0� �ScN�11̄0�, and

Sc1−xAlxN�101̄1� �ScN�113� of which the two last ones are
novel. First-principles density functional theory calculations
yield a metastability of c-, w-, and zb-Sc0.50Al0.50N solid
solution with respect to phase separation.
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